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“Laws should not chain people to one another”: Attitudes to divorce in Swedish public debate 1964-1972.
Introduction
In September 1968 the nationwide newspaper Aftonbladet interviewed Maj-Britt Sandlund, a
33 year old official at the department of interior, on account of her choice to live together with
her boyfriend Gunnar Johansson without being married. Sandlund and Johansson stated that
they choose to not get married due to the way marital law constrained the freedom of choice
of married individuals. Sandlund stated that: “Laws should not chain people to one another”
and explained that “We are two independent adults that want to live together without a bunch
of rules and regulations. And we want to be able to move apart without anyone else meddling
in our private affairs.”1 The article about Sandlund is interesting as it describes how the legitimacy of a formal marriage and the laws that governed it could be questioned with references
to the individuals’ right to be unconstrained by external authority. Ron Lesthaeghe have in his
theory of a Second Demographic Transition (SDT) emphasized the need to account for how
economic, institutional and normative restructuring must work in conjunction and reinforce
one another to produce changes in demographic behavior.2 During the second half of the
1960s and early 1970s the divorce rate in Sweden exhibited it’s most intense growth period
during the twentieth century, rising from 5 divorces per 1,000 married females in 1960 to over
14 in 1975.3 During the 1960s, rising divorce rates, higher levels of extramarital fertility, increased unmarried cohabitation and increasing age at first birth combined with rapid growth
in the labor market participation of married women and institutionalization of state provided
social security. These phenomena all exemplify developments associated with the onset of the
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Second Demographic Transition and they were markedly evident in Sweden during the 1960s
and 1970s.4
To explain the demographic regime that have developed in western countries since the 1960s,
Lesthaeghe focus on how economic growth have increased western living standards up to a point
where individuals are able to prioritize “higher order needs” in terms of expressive life goals
aimed towards the achievement of emotional fulfillment and self-actualization. For Lesthaeghe,
decreased marital stability is a key empirical indicator of the onset of these “post-materialist” values and thus also with the shift in demographic regimes between the First and the Second Demographic Transition.5 In Sweden, two different law committees investigated marital law during
the 1960s and a substantial reform was implemented in 1974 when a complete unilateral no-fault
divorce law was introduced.6 Roderick Phillips have pointed out that the Swedish divorce law of
1974 was “extremely permissive” as compared to the divorce laws of most western countries and
Lesthaeghe argues that Sweden and Denmark are the countries in the world were the shift to a
“post-materialist” value system first became manifest and have developed the furthest.7 With regards to Sweden the publicly expressed attitudes regarding divorce prior to the 1974 reform have
not been investigated and due to the theoretical connection between divorce and SDT it is interesting to explore the norms for and against an increased access to divorce during the period that
lead up to the liberalization of the Swedish divorce law.8 Using an extensive collection of articles
regarding divorce published in Swedish national and local newspapers between 1964 and 1969
the aim of this paper is to investigate cultural values regarding divorce as they were expressed in
civil society in Sweden during the second half of the 1960s. The daily press helps to detect the arguments that were raised for or against an increased access to divorce and how the argumentation
changed over time. Questions that will be addressed in the paper are:
What themes dominated the discussion of divorce in the Swedish newspapers during the second half of the 1960s?
What types of arguments were formulated within these themes to press for a more permissive
or restrictive divorce law?
Who participated in the divorce debate and to what extent did they represent political or other
group affiliations?
To what extent was the type of individualistic and anti-authoritarian values identified in the
theory of the second demographic transition prevalent in the public debate on divorce prior to
the liberalization of the Swedish divorce law during the first half of the 1970s?
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Focusing on the divorce debate in the public media, the findings achieved will contribute to
the knowledge on cultural change interact with dramatic demographic developments such as the
marked decrease in marital stability in Sweden during the 1960s and 1970s.

The societal context of the Swedish divorce debate during the 1960s: A
background
The 1960s in Sweden was characterized by rapid restructuring of the economy and the provider
model. Economic growth reached some of the highest levels of the twentieth century and increasing proportions of the population was incorporated in to market work.9 During the 1960s
the idea that married women could and should work outside the home had a definitive breakthrough in social practice as well as in political discourse in Sweden.10 The labor market participation of married women grew more rapidly than during any other decade of the twentieth century
increasing from 23,3% in 1960 to 56,1% in 1975.11 Driven by raised demand for female labor in
the expanding public sector, the wages of women increased rapidly and reduced the difference in
relative wage between men and women.12
Demographic research on divorce has focused on how the spread of market society have
worked to decrease the constraints to divorce. The so called independence hypothesis argues that
divorce can be regarded as a consumer good that can be acquired to the extent that it is affordable.13 This model focus on how divorce and economic change is interconnected and argue that
symmetrical labor force participation and decreased gender role specialization within marriage has
worked to decrease the constraints as well as the utility of remaining married for both men and
women.14 That decreased economic interdependence have been a form of restructuring that have
contributed to decreased marital stability have been shown for the Swedish case.15 Regarding the
effects of female economic independence in marriage during the 1960s in Sweden Glenn Sandström et.al. have shown that dual earner families exhibited approximately twice the probability of
divorce as compared to traditional single provider households while controlling for a large number of possible confounders.16
Changes in the provider model thus played a part in the increased incidence of divorce in
Sweden during the 1960s. However, institutional changes in state provided social security have also worked to further extend the possibilities of spouses to leave an unhappy marriage and sustain
themselves as singles. During the 1960s, the particular Nordic model of welfare state capitalism
9
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based on a large public sector and government financed, individually based social security was institutionalized. Public sector expansion in health-care, education, and service shifted many of the
social security functions that had previously been produced within the family to the public sector.17 Gøsta Esping-Andersen argues that the type of welfare-state capitalism that developed in
the Scandinavian countries reduced the individual’s dependence on family more than in other
Western societies, and that state policy worked to maximize the relative economic independence
of women by strongly advocating female employment opportunities. Esping-Andersen labels this
process by which the expansion of state welfare provisions decreases the individual’s dependence
on his/her family as “de-familialization” and argues that Sweden is the country in the world
where this tendency have been most evident.18
Economic and institutional restructuring that increased the self-sufficiency of individuals thus
developed in a way that decreased the constraints to divorce during the 1960s in Sweden. However, Lesthaeghe have pointed out that decreased constraints is not sufficient to single handedly
cause wide spread behavioral change if not cultural norms develop in a way that makes what is
economically feasible also culturally accepted or even desirable.19 Given what we know from research on normative changes during this period regarding family, sexuality and gender regime
there is reason to believe that ideational change was an integral part of the rapid increase in divorce during the 1960s. Roderick Phillips has argued that the 1960s was characterized by “a widespread breakdown of traditional values and behavior” in western societys.20 Historians have
shown that Sweden was by no means an exception to this general trend. During the 1960s, the
generation of the postwar fertility boom entered adulthood and the universities in large numbers
and revolted against traditional values. The norms that governed traditional marriage was extensively discussed and criticized as part of the second wave of feminism where the single-provider
model was identified as a gross waste of productive labor and a root cause for the subjection of
women in marriage.21 The introduction of the contraceptive pill in 1964 and the political activism
of a young generation arguing for “new morals” made sex among young men and women before
marriage more culturally accepted. Lena Lennerheds investigation of the sexual liberalism in Sweden during the 1960s has shown that student organizations with ties to the Liberal Party propagated intensively during the first half of the 1960s in news media, books and conferences against
“lingering Christian conservatism”. Liberal students argued for the right of young people to enter
sexual relationships before marriage and their political agenda included demands for better sexual
education in schools, better access and information on the use of contraceptives, legalization of
abortion and the abolition of censorship of pornography.22 The demands raised in this debate for
a more liberal legislation were more or less universally realized in Sweden during the early
1970s.23
Given this tendency for a broad critique of the way state regulation effected issues of gender
and sexuality during the 1960s, it is not surprising that the law governing divorce was also put into question. The Swedish divorce law of 1915 was markedly liberal at the time of it´s introduction
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as the law included the right to bi-lateral no-fault divorce.24 The 1915 divorce law stated that
spouses did not need to specify a reason for the divorce other than the fact that they agreed that
a “long-term and permanent breakdown” characterized their marriage.25 Despite the relative
permissiveness of the Swedish divorce law the Swedish parliament recognized that there was a
need to “modernize” Swedish family law in already in 1959 and two law committees were assigned the task to investigate the Swedish divorce law during the 1960s.26 Both committees were
instructed by the social democratic government to produce suggestions for reforms, as it was obvious that new attitudes to marriage and divorce had developed as a result of changes in economic conditions and cultural values during the course of the twentieth century.27 The first committee
presented its conclusions in 1964 (SOU 1964:35) and despite the instructions from the social
democratic government the committee ended up not recommending any significant changes to
the rules governing spouses right to divorce. The result of the second committee (SOU 1972:41)
that submitted it’s report to the Swedish parliament 8 years later was however a complete revision
of the law of 1915. The committee suggested a new divorce law based on uni-lateral no-fault that
would give the individual spouse “a unconditional right to dissolve ones marriage”.28

Data and method

The primary source material of this study is an extensive collection of newspaper articles stored
at the Swedish National Archive. The articles were collected by the government information
agency [Statens upplysningsbyrå] on behalf of the two Family Laws Committees that investigated
the Swedish divorce law during the 1960s and early 1970s and have been retained as part of the
committee archives. All articles used as sources for this paper were thus part of the background
material that the committees used to ascertain how different issues that was regulated in family
law was discussed in civil society. The archive contains 180 articles from 34 different national and
local newspapers that directly address the divorce issue. The archive contains articles from all major newspapers in Sweden and a vide variety of the local newspapers from all parts of the country. The political affiliations of the newspapers that are represented in the source material cover
all parties represented in the Swedish parliament during this period with the exception of the
Communist Party. Figure 1 plots all articles in the sample by the political affiliation of the editorial page of the paper and shows that both social democratic, liberal and conservative papers took
part in the debate. It is important to note that more than half of the articles in the sample are not
editorials. These articles can either be debate articles that many times do not share the political
outlook of the editorial page or articles published on the news pages that in principle should be
unbiased reports of events. Methodologically it has been important to differentiate between the
editorials and the other types of articles to avoid miss specifying the political affiliation of the author of an article.
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Figure 1: Articles by political affiliation of the editorial page.
The distribution of the articles over time is plotted in Figure 2 and shows that the debate was
particularly intense during 1968 prior to the government bill that was presented during this year
on the basis of the proposals from the 1964 commission. However Figure 2 shows that the issue
of divorce was continuously discussed in the media during the entire period under investigation.

Figure 2: Articles by year of publication.
Although it is unlikely that the sample covers all articles published regarding divorce in Swedish
newspapers during this period, the size of the material and its political and geographical spread
make it unlikely that there is a tendency in the selection of the articles. Furthermore, the articles
were collected by a state agency who’s explicit mandate was to give accurate an unbiased information on conditions and attitudes in society in order to assist state organs in their decision making. Political or other biases in the sample thus appear unlikely and it is reasonable to assume that
the collection of articles gives a good picture of how divorce was discussed in public media during this period.
To aid the qualitative analysis of the articles some initial quantitative categorization of the 180
articles was performed to gain an overview of the source material. The articles were first digitalized and added to a database to make it possible to register essential information about the articles such as background information about the publication and the authors. Articles where then
read at least two times and where coded according to the subject matters that was addressed in
the article with a free number of keywords to be able to estimate quantitatively what themes and
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subject matters that dominated the debate and who the main actors were in the debate. Further
more all articles were coded in to three categories depending on the position taken for and
against state measures to prevent divorce. Those that exclusively argued for a removal of restrictions were coded as radical and those that defined divorce as a “social problem” and argued
for keeping or even increasing state measures to prevent divorce were labeled conservative. Articles that only neutrally report events rather than argue for a particular standpoint and thus could
not be categorized were referred to a third neutral/ambiguous category.
After this initial phase that was aimed at identifying the dominant themes and actors in the
debate, a more detailed reading and analysis of the subject matters that dominated the debate was
performed. In this step, the analysis was directed at the questions of how actors of different political and gendered positions argued for and against state regulation of divorce and how they formulated and legitimized their respective positions. The main theoretical basis for the analysis
have been the discussion of the shift from a materialistic to a post-materialist value system as
proposed by the political scientist Ronald Inglehart and the demographic application of this theory suggested by Ron Lesthaeghe in his theory of a Second Demographic Transition.29

The debate on Divorce in Sweden 1964-1972

As mentioned in the introduction the divorce laws in the Nordic countries was in an international
comparison liberal as they included no-fault grounds for divorce.30 However, the Swedish divorce
law of 1915 that was still in effect during the 1960s did include several limitations in the individuals right to divorce. The most notable being that immediate uni-lateral divorce was only possible
if one of the spouses was found guilty of one of the nine offences that the law specified as legitimate fault-grounds for divorce. The offences specified in the law were adultery, contracting a venereal disease, chronic alcoholism, mental illness, imprisonment, battery, bigamy and different
cases of abandonment were the whereabouts of the other spouse could not be determined.31
Couples who agreed that “a long-term and permanent breakdown of the marriage” had made the
continued cohabitation intolerable could thus not receive and immediate divorce. This kind of bilateral no-fault divorce required that a mandatory separation period of at least 1 year had to be
completed before the spouses could file for a final divorce. The couple was also required to subject themselves to mandatory counseling where the mediator (usually the parish priest) was assigned the task to try to reconcile the couple before the court could grant the final divorce.32

The 1964 Committee on Family Law

As will become evident in the analysis below, much of the divorce debate that was conducted in
the newspapers was influenced by the proposal for reforms of the Swedish marital law made by
the Committee on Family Law in 1964. The committee was appointed by the social democratic
government in 1959 and was headed by Supreme Court judge Gösta Wallin. The rest of the seven members of the committee were made up of an even mix of lawyers and members of parlia-
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ment from the Social Democratic Party and the Liberal Party.33 As noted in the introduction, the
first half of the 1960s was characterized by a radical normative debate questioning the position of
marriage as the only legitimate form for heterosexual relationships and procreation. An indication
that the committee was not unaware of these changes is that they starts out their discussion in the
1964 report by concluding that new societal and economic conditions hade made many aspects
of marital law appear outdated and that this was: “especially the case regarding the rules that governed the dissolution of marriage trough divorce”.34 That the attitudes toward divorce in society
had changed in a liberal direction was apparent to the committee as they concluded that more
than one in five marriages were dissolved by divorce in 1961 as compared to only 3 percent in
1915. Other societal changes that the committee regarded as important was the rapid and ongoing increase of gainfully employed wives.35
Despite these introductory remarks the committee did not see fit to suggest the removal of
any of the restrictions against divorce. On the contrary, it becomes clear that the committee still
in 1964 regarded divorce as a “social problem” that in principle was a negative event both for the
individual and for society. It seems to have appeared natural for the committee to think that the
state should try its best to counteract the tendency for divorces to become more common and
that the divorce legislation should be designed with this goal in mind. The interventionist outlook
of the delegates can in part be inferred from the general lack of suggestions for liberal reforms.
The conservative view is however explicitly expressed in their discussion of mediation and regarding the issue of divorce due to infidelity. The committee states that the Swedish divorce law
was “liberal” but that the introduction of new restrictions to limit the access to divorce was not a
viable way to address the issue of decreasing marital stability.36 Rather the committee concludes
that that “other options has to be considered” and that “given the high contemporary divorce
rate the mediation institute should be reinforced and made more effective to be able to contribute to the prevention of impetuously decided divorces”.37 The committee argued that mediation
should also be required in cases where one of the spouses sought an imitate fault based divorce
due to infidelity in the same way as completed mediation was required for spouses that jointly
filed for a legal separation on the basis of the no-fault paragraph. Here the committee argued that
in cases where the infidelity was not “long-term or recurrent”, mediation could provide a chance
for the spouses to reconcile.38 Regarding infidelity the committee retains a fault-based view and
argues that: “Sexual fidelity is of fundamental importance to the preservation of a good relationship between the spouses […]. And it is the committees opinion that this position should be
clearly expressed in the legislation.”39 Thus it was natural for the committee to not discuss any
changes of the right of “the innocent” spouse to receive damages in cases of infidelity.
Another theme in the report is that the consequences of marital problems for children be better considered in the law. The committee agued that the 10§ regarding battering be amended to
also grant divorce in cases where one of the spouses seriously mistreated children that lived in the
marital home.40 Furthermore the committee stated that the divorce law should be amended with
explicit instructions to mediators to take “special consideration to the interests of the children” in
their counseling of couples. The committee argued that mediators should work to make it evident
to the spouses the possible effects that a divorce might have for the children.41 The commission
discusses the critique that some mediators refused to issue a proof of mediation in order to im33
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pose continued counseling against the whishes of the spouses. Although they remark that the
mediator should not “unduly delay” the handling of divorce cases, they empathize that spouses
should not have a legal right to demand a proof of mediation as this would risk reinforcing the
view that the mediation was only “a empty formality”.42
In sum, the 1964 report given by the Committee on Family Law is surprisingly unaffected by
the trends towards more individualistic, anti-authoritarian values that have been observed in previous research on the normative development during the 1960s in Sweden. This development is
only commented on indirectly by the committee in their recognition of marked changes in behavior regarding divorce and the observation that the provider model was changing in a way that increased the self-sufficiency of married women. Rather it is a traditional view of marriage as an institution that should restrict the autonomy of the individual for the collective good of the family
and society that is expressed. The legitimacy of a fault-based view on divorce is not questioned
and the committee discusses the categorization of spouses as “guilty” and “innocent” in cases of
infidelity as natural or unproblematic. Due to the fact that the committee report did not result in
a government bill to the parliament until 1969 the report became a reference point for much of
the discussion of the divorce issue during the second half of the 1960s.

The divorce debate in the Swedish press 1964-1969
Economic	
  independence	
  vs.	
  dependence	
  in	
  marriage:	
  Alimony	
  and	
  maintenance	
  
In the conservative press and in parts of the liberal press the initial reactions to the committee
proposal were positive.43 Although, it was generally recognized that the suggested reforms was of
limited scope this was defined as a problem exclusively by liberal and to some extent the social
democratic editorials. The most substantial part of the committee proposal was the purposed limitations in the right to immediate divorce on account of infidelity. After 1966 this part of the
proposal would increasingly come into focus in the debate and receive hard criticism as the government bill based on the report approached in 1969. Initially tough, the comments on this issue
were mostly low-keyed and characterized by neutral reporting. As I will show below, the Committee on Family law did receive critique on the editorial pages of large liberal newspaper such as
Dagens Nyheter and Expressen, as well as by the social democratic Aftonbladet for representing
an outdated and conservative view on marriage during the first years after proposal. However
during this initial phase the critique was more focused on the lack of recognition of changes in
the gender regime and provider model rather than the issue of infidelity and damages.
The social democratic Aftonbladet attacked the committee for their proposal to extend the
rights to of the spouse that was awarded custody of children to both receive the right to continue
living in the marital residence as well as receiving a larger share of the movable property. Aftonbladet argued that the increased economic self-sufficiency of women would make it necessary
to reassess any reforms that treated the genders asymmetrically with regards to the economic outcome of divorce and that the unwillingness of the committee to propose more far-reaching reforms was motivated “in the worst possible manner”, simply by making “references to tradition”.44 Other social democratic newspapers such as Örebro kuriren and Ny tid also deemed the
proposal to conservative. That the committee proposal did not suggest any reforms to disentangle the role of the state and the church in marriage, that men and women was not treaded neutrally regarding the eligible age, gendered differences in the rights to communal property and that
42
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the divorce law from 1915 would remain more or less unaltered was characterized as an expression of conservatism that was not adapted to “a modern secularized and democratic society”.45
The largest liberal newspaper in Sweden, Dagens Nyheter, quoted the Association for Swedish Professional Women that accused the committee for having a view of marriage as “being
primarily a sustenance institution” for women.46 That the proposal included parts that extended
the communal property to include private insurances like pensions was not reasonable in a society that wanted to extend the right to independence for both men and women according to the
editorial of Dagens Nyheter. The editorial argued that it should not be family law that guaranteed
the economic security of individuals, but rather the fruits of individual employment and the benefits provided by insurance in case of illness, unemployment and old age. Rather than moving towards a complete economic community in marriage, that further increased the economic ties between spouses, the legislation should be reformed in an individualistic direction. As support for
this view the paper concludes that:
Does not the increased individual freedom, the increase in state guaranteed living standards, the growth in gainful employment among married women and the increase in the divorce rate point in the direction that the spouses should be regarded as economically independent and to a lesser extent be assumed to rely on one another’s income and wealth
as a sustenance guarantee?47

For the liberal Dagens Nyheter it was obvious that the increased market participation among
married women and the expansion of individually based social security had resulted in a process of de-familialization in Esping-Andersens terms. In their view, family law should adapt
to and reflect this decreased dependence on the family and recognize both married men and
women as self-sufficient individuals rather than try to slow-down or reverse this development.
It is clear that the liberal commentators were early and outspoken in their critique of the
Committee of family law. Liberal newspapers like Dagens Nyheter, Expressen and Göteborgs
tidningen were all critical of the report. Also the organizations close to or affiliated with the
Liberal Party were the most critical in their formal responses to the committee report during
1965. The youth organization of the Liberal Party fiercely attacked the committee report in
several articles in the liberal press. They argued that the changed gender regime and the increased independence of Swedish women had made marital law obsolete and that a pressing
need for reforms had existed for a long time. Especially the increased levels of gainful employment among married women made the duty to provide maintenance to an unemployed
spouse outdated and even offensive as the law made it possible for a wife who did not work
and had no children to sue the husband for not providing maintenance.48 The youth organization argued that the legislation naturally should ensure the economic security of children and
that they received a proper care but that: “it was natural that every adult and able person provide for them self. It cannot be society’s task to ensure the maintenance of a particular category of people irrespectively of what they do only due to the fact that they have registered cohabitation with a specific person”. The youth organization concluded that it was an absurd
consequence of the law that a woman with no children and a maid had a legal right to be provided for by her husband. Although the youth organization mainly attacked maintenance in
marriage they argued for an economic individualism that later in the debate could an also was
used to question alimony after divorce.49
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The position that men and women were asymmetrically treated by marital law with regards to
maintenance during marriage, alimony after marriage and in custody cases in a way that disadvantaged men was a reoccurring theme in the debate of the marriage law and the committee report.
Many articles describes the detrimental economic effects of divorce for men having to bear the
burden of a “large alimony” and being forced out of the home that they “had built with their one
hands” and consequently being forced to live under small circumstances.50 The conservative
newspaper Kvällsposten concluded that this was especially a problem for men in the working
class that was forced to live on the state determined subsistence level as everything else was consumed by child support and alimony. The small economic circumstances experienced by these
working class men made it impossible for them to start a new family according to Kvällsposten.
Despite fact that both Kvällsposten and other commentators acknowledged that it was more or
less the rule that the sum of the court determined child support and alimony in these cases was so
small that it made the former wife dependent on welfare it was the situation of the men that primarily was framed as a problem by these commentators.51
Interestingly, the representatives of the women’s organizations did not directly challenge this
view in which men was described as having the short end of the stick in divorce. Divorce as an
issue was definitely discussed as an event that was infused with gendered conflict, and depending
on the political and gendered position of the person discussing it, both men and women was described as disadvantaged by the way marital law worked. However, those that were critical of the
divorce law were united in the attitude that individualism and the right to self-determination were
legitimate values. As I will show below these values were also used to legitimize critique against
how damages in divorce cases disadvantaged women. Liberal and social democratic women’s organizations that dominated the discussion in the press were all critical against how marital law
conserved the economic dependence between spouses both during and after marriage. Rather
than being critical of an individualistic perspective these organizations argue that legal effects
should be tied to the presence of children rather than to marriage. For them gender equality demanded that the economic dependence of women in marriage be broken and that this was best
accomplished if women secured an education and an income of their one and stopped relying on
marriage as a source for economic and social security.52
Fault	
  vs.	
  no-‐fault	
  divorce:	
  infidelity,	
  damages	
  and	
  mediation
Between 1964 and 1966 the discussion on divorce in the press was mainly focused on the economic issues tied to divorce and marriage such as maintenance and alimony. Starting with the
formal responses to the committee report given by political organizations and other consultative bodies in 1965 the discussion of divorce in the media shifted towards the way that the divorce law regarded adultery as a specific ground for divorce and the right of the “innocent”
spouse to receive damages. The discussion of infidelity intensified gradually during the following years and reached a maximum during 1968 in connection to the government bill on marital law that was proposed that year. Of the 180 articles in the source material infidelity and the
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possibility for the “innocent party” to be awarded damages appears as one of the central themes
in almost half of the total number of articles.
The consultative organizations where with the exception of the church and the women’s organization of the Conservative Party more or less critical of the committee report.53 In the same
manner as with the issues of economic ties in marriage organizations close to or affiliated with
the Liberal Party where the most outspoken in their critique of how infidelity and damages was
discussed in the 1964 report. The youth organization of the Liberal Party argued in 1965 that the
committee report was “unfit as a basis for a new marital legislation and that a new and unprejudiced” committee should to be appointed as soon as possible.54 They argued that it was of no
concern to the state why a couple wanted a divorce and that those that did not have children
should have the right to an immediate divorce regardless of their reasons. Regarding the mandatory mediation the youth organization argued that counseling naturally should be performed
strictly on a voluntary basis for these couples as the divorce did not concern or affect any one but
the couple themselves.55 The women’s organization of the Liberal Party argued against the fact
that the proposal wanted to retain the right for spouses to receive damages in cases of proven infidelity. They found that the description of infidelity as causing a “serious indignity” against the
“innocent” spouse was the remains of an old moral under which one spouse was regarded as the
personal property of the other.56
The way that a fault based divorce law attached economic consequences to the sexual fidelity
of husband and wife was an important theme in the critique against damages. In a similar manner
as alimony and maintenance was discussed from a gendered perspective the discussion of damages was criticized for treating men and women asymmetrically but in this case from a female rather
than a male gendered position. Astrid Schönberg the chairwomen of Sweden’s largest women’s
rights organization, the Fredrika Bremer association, argued that the infidelity clause was based
on a view of marriage that assumed that a “physical” ownership existed between the spouses and
that this was problematic as it attached the “social security” of women who where homemakers
to their sexual fidelity. What Schönberg rejected was the fact that a spouse that that was found
guilty of infidelity lost both their right to maintenance payments in addition to loosing part of the
community property as damages.57 That this effected women more adversely than men, as
homemaking was a socioeconomic position more or less exclusively reserved for women, was
recognized both in the press and by the Swedish Lawyer Association.
The social democratic Aftonbladet stated blatantly that “a housewife can never afford to be
unfaithful” in a headline of a 1968 article and argued that the treat of damages and the loss of alimony meant that infidelity was equal to economic ruin for a housewife but not to the same extent for the gainfully employed husband.58 The Lawyer Association argued that although the wife
had been found guilty of infidelity it was “unreasonable” that a woman was deprived of maintenance if she was awarded custody and had to take care of the husbands under aged children after
the divorce.59 The Association for Swedish Professional Women where also critical of how infidelity was treated in the divorce law and found that the Committees failure to consider why infidelity occurred and that they discussed infidelity in terms of a "guilty" and "innocent" party was a
view on infidelity that many times would result in an unfair assignment of blame. In their reply to
the committee report they argued that it was not unusual that the "innocent" spouse had driven
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the partner into the arms of another by refusing intimacy for a long time, or simply by withdrawing from the relationship by abandoning the "unfaithful" spouse for work or other activities outside the marital home. The Association of Professional Women were quite explicit in their examples and questioned if an unfaithful wife could really be labeled as the “guilty spouse” if the traveling husband made love to her a few times a month for the sake of duty or vice versa the husband who’s wife “refused intercourse for mounts” or “made love like a wooden log”.60
In comparison to the discussion regarding the right to alimony, where men were described as
the victims of the legislation, the critique of damages thus focused on how the right to damages
asymmetrically constrained the freedom of women. Those that were critical against damages argued that it was absurd that one spouse should receive an economic punishment for a failed marriage as no court could fairly judge why two spouses had drifted apart. Furthermore that the loss
of the right to alimony and payment of damages restricted the freedom of the economically
weaker spouse in a way that was unjust and that contributed to an already existing state of subjection. The view on marriage that appears in this critique is clearly a quality based view that contends that marriage must provide more than just material security and that a lack of emotional
and sexual fulfillment is a legitimate reason for a spouse to break the marital bond. Those that
were critical of the infidelity paragraph in the divorce law thus argued that it was not possible to
externally assign guilt in cases of infidelity but also that any attempt to investigate such matters
would be an unacceptable intrusion into the private sphere by the state.
The right to personal privacy was also at the center in the critique of how the state tried to intervene in divorce cases through mandatory mediation. For those that argued for a reformed divorce law during the second half of the 1960s, forced mediation was an unacceptable violation of
the individual's right to privacy and an example of a paternalistic infringement of the personal
freedom of choice. Even in the no-fault cases were the couple only needed to claim "a long-term
and permanent breakdown of the marriage" the state still required the spouses to see a mediator
to discuss why they wanted divorce. That the state forced couples to divulge their personal matters in order to get the required certificate of mediation were to the critics of the divorce law an
example of state interference into private matters that was none of their business. A debate article
titled “Harmful mediation” published in liberal Dagens Nyheter in 1965 by the well-known Swedish journalist and foreign correspondent Cordelia Edvardsson is a typical example of the arguments raised against compulsory mediation during this period. The article is a fierce attack against
state paternalism in the form of non-voluntary mediation in divorce cases. Edvardsson begins her
article by questioning the divorce laws failure to recognize the individual's right to autonomy and
a private sphere:
In a time when the individual's right to self-determination and personal freedom is asserted strongly it is surprising that not more frequent and stronger criticism is raised against
an institution that I personally find being a flagrant intrusion in to the private matters of
the individual: the compulsory mediation in divorce cases.61

Edvardsson argues that an unquestionable civil right of a citizen must be the right to freely
choose how to organize one’s private life. Given that the state regarded all individuals that had
achieved a legal majority capable of entering marriage she argued that it was peculiar that the state
saw fit to intervene when the same person whished to leave the very same marriage. Edvardsson
described the mediation as an interrogation in which spouses where forced to reveal to a stranger
the intimate details of their marital problems. Edvardsson attacked the Committees proposal to
extend the requirement of mediation to cases of infidelity and questioned what was gained by trying to keep dysfunctional relationships intact. That the committee specifically motivated their increased emphasis on mediation as a way to better accommodate the interests of children in marriage was dismissed by Edvardsson with the observation that this was a typical rhetorical strategy
60
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among those “that wanted to legitimize reactionary claims” regarding the family. Here Edvardsson exemplifies what Ron Lesthaeghe have identified as a central empirical indicator of the value
system characteristic of the second demographic transition; that children are no longer viewed as
a definite impediment to parental divorce.62 For commentators such as Edvardsson the efforts of
the state to hinder spouses that was discontent with the quality of their relationship to leave one
another was an unacceptable infringement on personal freedom. Neither were references to responsibilities for children a sufficient argument to legitimize constraining the free will of parents
or their right to seek personal happiness.
After 1965, the opposition to this quality based view of marriage articulated as a support for
the Committees proposal to reinforce and extend the reach of the mandatory mediation mainly
came from representatives of the church and the Conservative Party.63 Mårten Werner was both a
pastor and a Member of Parliament for the Conservative Party. In a debate article in the conservative Svenska Dagbladet in 1968 he argued for a stronger emphasis on the interests of children and for the use of priests as mediators in divorce cases. Werner accused the media of being
politically left biased. Rhetorically he asked why the church was “banned from participation” in
the media debate on marriage and argued that the lack of consideration for the interests of children in the debate was peculiar. Rather the discussion was “entirely centered around the wellbeing of the spouses”. Werner asked if not the right of the children to “a father, a mother and a
home” should be allowed to bear some weight in a democracy that supposedly should safeguard
the rights of the weak against the strong. Furthermore he opposed the often expressed opinion
that professional counselors rather than priests would be more appropriate as mediators. According to Werner, it would be equally absurd to argue that lawyers were unfit to handle divorce cases
because they had knowledge of the law.64
Prior to 1968 the critique of the infidelity, damages and mediation usually did not go as far as
to openly argue for complete unilateral no fault where all fault based criteria was removed from
the law. However, during 1968 this position was explicitly expressed in the press on an increasing
number of occasions. In April 1968 when the social democratic minister of justice Herman Kling
presented the content of the government bill for a reformed marital law based on the report from
the 1964 the debate on infidelity was markedly intensified and the critique became more radical.
For the most part the bill followed the recommendations of the committee but embraced some
of the criticism that had been raised by the women’s organizations that argued for an equal age
requirement for men and women. The committee had suggested a minor change in that the age
requirement be kept at 18 for women but lowered for men from 21 to 20 years. Instead the bill
suggested an equal age requirement of 18 years for both sexes. Also the critique from liberal
commentators against the obligatory church banns being at odds with the right to religious freedom appears to have influenced the bill as these where made voluntary, contrary to what the
committee had suggested.65 Neither of these amendments of the committee’s proposal appears to
have been controversial. These changes to the committee proposal all received favorable comments in the press regardless of the political orientation of the editorial page in 1968.
Rather it was the issue of the legitimacy of a fault based divorce legislation in general and the
issue of damages in cases of infidelity that raised critical commentary during 1968. The fact that
the bill had retained the committee's recommendations for limitations in the right to an immediate divorce in cases of infidelity and that the court could choose separation as an alternative ruling if a divorce “was not in the best interests of the children” was meet with outspoken skepticism during 1968, primarily by editorials in the liberal and social democratic press. The social
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democratic Östergötlands Folkblad asked if the bill would mean that access to divorce actually
would become more restricted as the courts would be able to refuse immediate divorce in cases
of infidelity. Folkbladet predicted that the infidelity paragraph surely would be a source of continued debate as “many commentators argued that the divorce procedure should be made simpler
rather than more difficult” and that “an administrative notice to the authorities might well replace
the unpleasant court procedure.”66
The liberal Dagens Nyheter also argued for “a more modern view than the one represented by
the Committee of family law”. Rather than introducing further limitations to the right to immediate divorce the editorial argued that the government should remove the right to damages and “in
general reduce the economic obligations attached to marriage and divorce”. Dagens Nyheter
concludes that such reforms would make it unnecessary to determine blame in divorce cases and
that it was unfortunate that the government bill did not reconsider the committee’s proposal in
this regard.67 In another editorial in September the same year Dagens Nyheter extended this argument and contended that:
[…] public opinion, apart from some of the religiously determined, now tends to view
marriage as a form of voluntary union, among other possible unions, between also economically independent individuals.68

According to the editorial the terms of divorce should be determined on a “rational ground” that
did not attempt to point to a “guilty” and “innocent” party as “neither a court of law or some
other external party” was qualified to make such a determination regarding a failed marriage. The
editorial also dismissed the rationale for a separation period regarding divorce cases where the
spouses had filed for divorce in agreement. The only case were the paper thought it was necessary with a period of consideration was when there were minor children in the family. However,
the paper argued that a separation period of one year was exsessivly long and that separation in
these cases might well be shorter in duration.
Justice minister Herman Kling defended the decision to retain infidelity as a specific cause for
divorce as late as May 1968 when representatives of the Association of Social Democratic Women criticized the so called “fornication paragraph” at their convention. However, after the summer had passed he had more or less completely retracted from this position.69 In September,
Kling is quoted in both the social democratic Aftonbladet and the liberal Dagens Nyheter stating
that the government bill should just be regarded as partial reform and that a new committee followed by a new law should rapidly be realized. The justice minister assured the readers that a reform that fundamentally reassessed marital law on the basis of a contemporary attitude to marriage, as “being a voluntary union between also economically independent individuals” would be
undertaken as soon as possible. Kling states that the result of this revision will likely be that “the
right to damages and infidelity as a specific cause is expunged from the law”.70
That a shift towards a broad acceptance of uni-lateral no-fault divorce can be localized to the
year 1968 is further reinforced by the fact that actors that previously defended the conclusions of
the 1964 committee retracted from this position in favor of a removal of state interventions
against divorce. Several of the conservative newspapers in fact supported Klings proposal during
the fall of 1968 for further reforms based on the results of a new committee that would be given
a more radical mandate.71 The conservative Kvällsposten argued that the small amendments to
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the divorce law that was proposed in the government bill meant that the law would still be “far
behind the development in society”. The editorial expressed support for a more liberal divorce
law and stated that “hopefully we will not have to wait to long for more extensive reforms [that]
improves individual freedom by removing outdated norms governing marital law”. Interestingly,
Kvällsposten expresses support for the radical view that the presence of children in a marriage
“cannot be used as a motive to prevent divorce”.72 In an article in Aftonbladet in October the
1964 commissioners themselves retract from their one conclusions and express support for more
extensive reforms than what they themselves had suggested in their report. They argue that quite
a “long time has passed since the proposal” and that a new committee “with other directives
should be appointed” to assess how “a more extensive modernization of the law” might be
achieved.73
During the second half of 1968 and 1969 the only ones in the conservative block that still expressed support for retaining limitations in the right to divorce was representatives of Christian
groups such as the paper Dagen, that represented the Pentecostal Movement, and representatives
of the church like the previously mentioned Mårten Werner. They disagreed with the position
taken by Kvällsposten and other more reform minded conservatives during 1968 and argued that
the focus on the happiness of the adults and the lack of responsibility for the needs of children
was a severe threat to society and the wellbeing of a young generation.74 Dagen argued in an editorial against Herman Klings position and stated that when children existed in a marriage the
spouses had “a shared responsibility against a third party that make it difficult to regard marriage
as being just a ‘a form of voluntary cohabitation between two independent individuals’”. Dagen
feared for the consequences of more divorces and argued that the rootlessness of an growing
number of children of divorce would result in increased “antisocial behavior and crime”. The
strictly conservative positions like the one represented by Dagen, that exclusively argued for limitations in the right to divorce, was however in a marked minority in the sample during the entire
second half of the 1960s. Of the 180 articles only 16 exclusively argue for retaining the limitations
in the 1915 divorce law or stress the need for measures to counter act the increasing number of
divorces. By the second half of 1968 and in 1969 an interventionist view on divorce is exclusively
found among representatives of Christian groups rather than in the conservative editorials in
general. By the fall of 1968 non-confessional conservative commentators either explicitly support
the proposed reforms or just neutrally report the outline of the government bill and the new
committee directive.

The results of the divorce debate: The 1972 committee report and the divorce law of 1974
Given this strong dominance of anti-authoritarian values and increased legitimacy of the right
to individual autonomy in the debate on divorce during the late 1960s it is not surprising that
the new committee that was appointed in august 1969 was given a radically different directive
than the committee of 1964. In the directive the minister of justice repeats the principle that
the law should regard marriage as “a voluntary form of cohabitation between two independent
individuals” but extends the argument by unconditionally dismissing the legitimacy of damages and a fault based divorce law. In the directive Herman Kling states that marital law must:
[…] be constructed in a way that ensures that spouses can retain a high degree of personal
freedom within marriage. The forms for entering and dissolving a marriage should be
simplified. The increased self-sufficiency of spouses caused by the current education-, labor market- and social policy must result in limitations in the economic legal effects of
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marriage. The legal rights and duties of spouses in connection to a divorce should not be
allowed to be influenced by any morally based judgment of the character of their personal
relationship or of their behavior in marriage.75

Kling further states that the fact that a spouse could not get an immediate divorce if the other
party objected was in conflict with the requirement to respect the free will of the individual and
that a new law “under no circumstances should force a person to continue living in a marriage
that the they wanted to free themselves from.”76 Kling concludes that the suggested unconditional right to divorce made it “unnecessary to have certain ‘privileged’ reasons for divorce in the
law” and that this had the consequence that the question of fault in divorce cases would be inconsequential in the eyes of the law.77
The committee proposal given in 1972 followed the directive to the letter and the committee
proposal satisfied all demands for liberalization that had been raised in the debate during the
1960s. The resulting new divorce law that went in to effect in 1974 was thus a complete unilateral
no-fault divorce law that did not acknowledge any reasons other than the unilateral will of a
spouse to dissolve the marriage. The requirement for a separation period and mediation was removed. The only limitation in the immediate right of a spouse to achieve a divorce was a mandatory waiting period of six mounts before the divorce had legal force in cases were the spouses did
not agree, or if they had custody of children under the age of 16 years. There were however no
requirements on how people lived and with whom during this waiting period. The economic effects of 1974 marital law were restricted to a fifty-fifty split of the communal property that had
not been reserved in a prenuptial agreement and spouses could no longer receive any kind of
damages as part of a divorce settlement. All economic responsibilities after a divorce was entirely
based on the presence of children that had the right to receive child-support payments until they
reached legal maturity. The right to maintenance and alimony was also entirely removed from
Swedish marital law.

Conclusions
A process of individualization of Swedish marital law started already with the law reforms of
1915-1920 that introduced bi-lateral no-fault grounds for divorce. However, the reforms at the
beginning of the century were still based on a traditional marital ideology that grew out of the industrial revolution during the late nineteenth century. The law thus assumed a strong economic
cohesion in marriage produced by a male provider model and a strong dependence on the family
for social security. The importance of the conjugal family for the social and economic organization of society made the preservation of marital stability important to the legislators and it was
not possible to leave a marriage based on a uni-lateral decision.78 Marital law was thus still during
the 1960s framed around values of collective solidarity and duty between family members and an
ideology that viewed the conjugal family rather than the individual as the most important social
unit.
In the debate on divorce during the 1960s support for this collective view of marriage came
from the Conservative Party and in particular from Christian organizations like the Pentecostal
Movement. For these conservatives, it was natural that marriage should constrain the interests of
the individual for the collective good of the family and by extension also the good of society. Restrictions against divorce were thus necessary as stable marriages guaranteed social order and the
reproduction of healthy and productive citizens. To legitimize state intervention against divorce
conservatives argued that the needs of children “to a father, a mother and a home” required that
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individual rights to divorce could not be unconditional and should be constrained to protect family cohesion.
As predicted by SDT theory, the traditional view of marriage was however successively marginalized in the public debate in Sweden during the second half of the 1960s in favor of a new
marital ideology based on values that prioritized individual autonomy and actualization of emotional fulfillment. These values strongly dominated the debate after 1964 and where used to argue
for a removal of restrictions to divorce in Sweden. The definite breakthrough in concrete policy
came in 1968 when the Social democratic government presented the directive to the 1972 committee on family law. The committee directive stated that a new law should be based on the principle that the individual had an unconditional right to marital dissolution.
The dominant actors in the debate that lead up to the directive in 1968 where at first organizations and newspapers affiliated whit the Liberal Party and the women’s organizations. Gradually
also the Social Democrats joined this radical front against limitations in the right to divorce.
Surprisingly radicals seem to have found it unnecessary to disprove the argument that limitations to divorce where necessary to protect children from having to experience family disruption.
Those that argued for liberal reforms simply dismissed the issue as an expression of conservatism
or just refrained from commenting on how children might or might not be affected. Radicals did
not explicitly argue that “a good divorce is better than a bad marriage” and that this rule also applied to children if they found themselves living in a failed marriage, rather it was how the divorce law constrained the freedom of adults that was the central issue for those that argued for
liberal reforms. That children stop being regarded as a restriction to parental divorce and that the
quality of the dyadic relationship between the parents became a prioritized goal is according to
Lesthaeghe a central empirical indicator of the penetration of post-materialist values.79 This indicates a cultural acceptance of individual behavior that puts personal self-fulfillment at the center
of decision-making and these attitudes where prevalent in the divorce debate during the second
half of the 1960s in Sweden and manifested themselves in the rejection of children as a legitimate
reason to stay married.
The critique of restrictions to divorce in the public debate that lead up to the liberalization of
the Swedish divorce law 1974 can be partitioned in two major areas. Firstly, radicals argued that
the divorce law worked to conserve gender inequality by preserving economic dependence between men and women in marriage as well as after divorce. Secondly, they questioned the legitimacy of externally assigning fault to one of the spouses for causing the marriage to fail. The divorce debate during the 1960s can be interpreted as an expression of a renegotiation of the gender regime that was generated by the shift from a collective family wage system to a dual provider
model, which was a process that progressed more rapidly during the 1960s than during any other
decade of the twentieth century. Both men and women used the value of gender equality to argue
against aspects of marital law that tied spouses together economically and counteracted the selfsufficiency of individuals. Critics of the divorce law agreed —regardless of their gendered positions— on the individualist premise that spouses should be able to provide for themselves by engaging in wage labor and not depend on marriage as a “sustenance institution”.
The normative changes pertaining to marriage was intertwined and reinforced with institutional change. For those that argued for a more liberal divorce law the expansion of the Swedish
welfare state was a positive development and could be used as a supporting argument that individuals were no longer dependent of marriage for social security. State infringements on the right
to divorce was thus an outdated remains of a society were individuals where tied together in the
family trough mutual economic dependence. Thus they argued that a process of de-familialization
in Esping-Andersens terms meant that limitations to individual freedom in marriage had out
served it’s purpose and should be removed.
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From a male position the increased legitimacy of individualism and autonomy was used to reject the economic responsibilities after divorce in the form of alimony and label them as unjust as
these responsibilities constrained the individual freedom of men after divorce. That the women’s
organizations did not directly defend the right to alimony and attack this male rejection of a traditional provider role is an indication of the extent that values of individualism had penetrated the
cultural climate.80 Rather, the representatives of the Swedish women’s movement criticized how
marital law conserved the economic dependence of women but they focused on how damages
and the loss of the right to alimony in fault-based divorce disadvantaged economically dependent
housewives.
The debate of how economic sanctions were tied to the sexual fidelity in marriage overlapped
with the other major area of critique of the divorce law that all together rejected the legitimacy of
fault-based divorce. Again the argument centered on a quality-based view of marriage and contended that fidelity must be conditional on the emotional and sexual fulfillment that the marriage
provided for the individual. If a husband or a wife failed to meet the needs of the partner it was
unreasonable to punish the unfaithful spouse by awarding damages. The main argument was that
it was impossible to externally assign blame for marital failure. When the individual was put at the
center of marital ideology the reasons for wanting to leave a relationship both began and ended
with the subjective opinion of the individual. For radicals, personal freedom meant that state interference and measures to acquire information on the circumstances that had resulted in marital
breakdown could be branded as state paternalism and an unacceptable breach of the private
sphere. The increased legitimacy of the right to individual autonomy thus meant that fault-based
divorce with an inquisitive court procedure and the requirement of mediation in no-fault cases
could be described as an unacceptable intrusion into private matters and an unmotivated limitation of personal freedom. The end result of this debate, that by 1968 exhibited a strong dominance for the above described radical positions, was the 1969 committee directive that resulted in
the introduction of the complete uni-lateral Swedish divorce law of 1974.
Empirical research on the transition to a high divorce rate regime during the twentieth century
have focused on how economic restructuring have resulted in reduced economic dependence between spouses. Quantitative analysis of the effects of female labor force participation during the
1960s and 1970s show that decreased economic interdependence in marriage was an important
determinant of divorce in Sweden during the 1960s. The effects found are however of a size that
indicates that also other unmeasured factors must have contributed to the surge in divorce during
the period. The qualitative analysis conducted in this study indicate that the normative restructuring during the 1960s resulted in the expression of markedly permissive attitudes to divorce in the
public debate. This change in the cultural climate must have worked to reduce the constraints
that individuals experienced by lessening the social stigma of divorce. Also the intensified discussion of divorce as an issue in the public media might also have made persons more aware of divorce as an alternative. The finding here thus support two of the central notions in the theory of
the second demographic transition. Firstly that normative change must be accounted for in explanatory models of demographic behavior. Secondly that economic, institutional and normative
restructuring must work in conjunction and reinforce one another to produce dramatic and widespread change in behavior like the one that occurred regarding marital stability in Sweden during
the 1960s. Optimally we would like to have access to individual level data on representative samples to study such effects but this is often difficult if not impossible for historical populations. In
these cases, qualitative studies of the type that have been offered in this paper can give indications to the extent that normative change have contributed to new demographic patterns and
thus give a better idea what lies in the residuals of quantitative models.
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